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1:30pm Meeting Commencement Time
ITEMS OF DISCUSSION
The committee discussed three fee structure proposals:
Tiered Flat Fee with no annual fee adjuster (DEQ proposal #1)

Tiered Flat Fee with 3% annual fee adjuster (DEQ proposal #2)

Per-machine fee structure proposed by Gary Campbell

The above program revenue estimates use the number of facilities and
dry cleaning machines that exist now in 2016. The number of dry
cleaning facilities has been decreasing over time, so actual numbers in
2018 (the earliest that potential changes would likely take effect)
would be lower. The dry cleaner program projects that the number of
facilities and dry cleaning machines will likely decline at between 3%
and 6.7% per year.

Peter Yoo said that KADCA members preferred DEQ proposal #2
(with a lower starting annual fee and 3% increase after that) over DEQ
proposal #1. He said that KADCA members would also find the permachine structure proposed by Gary Campbell to be acceptable.
ODCA members appeared to be split and said that they would have a
phone call among themselves to decide which of the three proposals
the ODCA as an organization would support.
Committee members supported changing the DEQ proposals so that
dry stores are included if there was ever a dry cleaner on site,
replacing language that would include dry stores only if there was a
dry cleaner on site prior to 1998. DEQ agreed that this change was
acceptable. This appears to affect only 1 or 2 facilities.
Some committee members suggested modifying DEQ Proposal #2 to
increase the differential between perc/nPB and alternative solvent dry
cleaners. They suggested setting the perc/nPB fee at $3,250/year and
the other solvent dry cleaners at $2,500/year.
Peter Yoo stated that KADCA members would like the option to pay
quarterly rather than in an annual payment. However, a quarterly
option would increase DEQ’s administrative costs for late fees and fee
enforcement.
The committee discussed what would happen to the liability
protection enjoyed by facilities currently in the program if agreement
on a new fee structure is not reached. DEQ will ask the Oregon
Department of Justice for their opinion under possible future
scenarios.
Abby stated that DEQ will need to send draft language to the
Governor’s office in the middle of April 2016, and more finalized
language to the Legislative Counsel in June 2016.

4:00pm Meeting Adjournment Time
The committee decided to have the next meeting on Wednesday, April
13th. That meeting has now been scheduled as follows:
Wednesday, April 13th
1:00 to 3:00pm
DEQ Headquarters building, 10th floor, room EQC-A
811 SW 6th Ave, Portland OR 97204

